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Preface
This book is not mere compilation of randomly picked up
articles, but it provides other side of the whole situation and go
into the history of it, which unfortunately the Government media
and its different agencies have deliberately avoided.
These articles also provide a ray of hope from the subtle
darkness in' which the Govt, of India has blanketed upon every
citizen of this country.
We Sincerely hope that these articles will be able to provide
the more clearity and comprehensive ness to the situation which
has shocked every one of us.
V
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Urbon Guerilla Comes to India
. N. S. SAXENA
(The Week)
Only the ordinary people and the politician having no access
to official information can be excused for being surprised at the
upsurge of urban terrorism in Punjab. For those in the home
ministry and in the state government particularly, it should have
come as no surprise. But the fact is that when times are comparatively normal, senior officers and their political bosses spend a
major part of their time and energy in petty politics. And a few
half-informed officials have been under the impression' that
terrorism could be practised in the hilly terrains of Nagaland,
Mizoram etc, but not in the plains of Punjab. The incidence of
urban terrorism in Calcutta in the past, and in Assam and the
valley of Manipur should have been an eye-opener to the officials
concerned. The signs were loud and clear and all necessary
ingredients were ready at hand to be mixed in the witche's
cauldron.
In the natural course that urban terrorism takes in Punjab
hardened criminals and smugglers also have joined the ranks of
terrorists. However, there must be a hardcore of ideologically
motivated young men willing to risk their lives for a cause—a
cause which can be easily understood. And this has been provided
by the persistent reluctance of the U ion government to abandon
its way of politically motivated 'awards' and let the contentious
issues be decided by an impartial non-political authority like
the Supreme Court.
The PLO in the Middle-Fast, the IRA in Britain, the Bader
Meinhof in Germany all have a high degree of ideological
motivation. It must be said to the credit of Sant Bhindranwale

io ^ • ^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ • ^ H
that he has been able to recruit a large number of Sikh youth
enthused to fight. They work in an atmosphere in which the
other side of the picture is just not known to them. Their fanaticism is based mainly on religion and partly on regionalism.
True, a number of criminals have joined them but even Lenin's
Bolsheviks in Russia, Mao's followers in China, and Khomeini's
men in Iran also attracted some criminals.
If it is possible to take a census of all urban terrorists in the
world today, the religious appeal would decidedly came first,
perhaps racial the second and national the third. In many cases
two or all three motivations are mixed. The Israelis, Arabs, and
the Irish Roman Catholics and Protestants, for example, have
all had their own versions of terrorist groups in recent times.
In fact, had the right
temperature been provided
earlier, Punjab would have precipitated what it has now,
much earlier. All the right ingredients for urban terrorism to
thrive have been there in Punjab for quite some time, though in
a dormant state.
In August 1947, the social fabric of Punjab was torn asunder.
Normal life was disrupted in a manner which has only a
few parallels in the world. This yielded the most important
element for the witches' cauldron—a rich and powerful type of
criminals, whose profits in sumuggling lin the seventies were
computed at about Rs. 2,000 crore a year. For them crime is
simply a business matter. It is immaterial if profits are earned
from smuggling sugar or narcotics, spices or firearms. It was
ridiculous even to think that any patriotic feeling would dater
them from smuggling in firearms if they had a ready market, as
they have now.
However, to
say that it was
workable tactic
success of Mao
in China gave a
\

give the national leadearship its due, one might
not alone in ruling out urban terrorism as a
in pursuing regional or ethnic aspirations. The
Zedong's guerilla tactics in the pre-1948 period
general impression that such operations were
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possible only in rural, mountainous or forest areas with poor
means of communications and transportation. The dramatic
and massive rise in urban terrorism in the sixties was shocking
to the civilised world. Many thought it to be a completely new
phenomenon, which it was not.
Even during 1870-1914, when the majority of people in
western Europe lived in rural areas, "terrorist activities were
increasingly organised on an international scale by anarchist
and other groups who killed as diverse and influential world
leaders as the Tsar of Russia, President Carnot of France, President Mckinley of the United States, the Empress of Austria, the
King cf Italy, the Prime Minister of Spain... Terrorists bombed
the French National Assembly, blew up workers in a Paris cafe,
and dropped bombs en peaceful religious demonstrations in Italy.
The assassination of the Archduke Francis Ferdinand in 1914
finally brought on World War-I". (Colin Legum in an article in
1972.) The western governments had failed to see an emerging
pattern in the isolated incidents.
Even in India, the national leadership should have realised
that many of our heroes like Aurobindo, Chandra Shekhar
Azad and Bhagat Singh would have fitted in the present-day
definition of urban terrorists for all their noble impulses. Their
tradition has never died in India but it became dormant when
India got democracy. The Naxalites revived it in a way, though
mainly in the rural context.
•

f

Assassination by terrorists became a reality on January 3,
1975 at Samastipur where a Union minister, L.N. Mishra, fell
a victim. On March 20> 1975 an attempt was made on the life
of the than Chief Justice A.N. Ray at Delhi. The lack of technical knowledge and inefficiency of terrorists pre-empted a disaster
in what is now called the Baroda dynamite conspiracy case.
Another danger was averted by the vigilant eye of an airhostess, when time-bomb meant to blow up the JAL plane
from Delhi to Tehran exploded in a corner of the lounge on

•
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May 26, 1976 at a time when no one was there. We w ere fortunate a forrth time when the hijacked IA plane, bound for
Jaipur landed in Lahore on September 10 1976 without a
major mishap.
This was specially deplorable because the hijackers used
crude methods and were ill-trained themselves. The government
both at the Centre and in the states cannot take the plea that they
did not get either adequate warning or time to prepare.
When terrorism first showed its ugly face in Punjab in early
1982, immediate steps should have been taken to effect grassroot
changes making the administration more honest and popular.
The Government of India mistook the symptoms for the disease
and wanted instant cure i nd that too in such a manner as to reap
electoral benefits. In this atmosphere, quacks flourished and
they made the leadership believe that the cancer could admit of
a magical cure. President's rule, which was supposed to be a
wonder drug, did not even have a temporary aspirin effect. Airdashes to Chandigarh, widely publicised by government spokesmen,
hit newspaper headlines every week. The brave declarations
after each such airdash, however, only betrayed the pathetic
ignorace of the home ministry officials. Repeated said experiences
alone have made the government a little more mature in its
outlook. It has finally dawned on it that terrorism is too deeprooted to admit of aspirin treatment.
9

Meanwhile, some supporters of the Congress (I), who have
had fat contracts in Asiad, NAM, CHOG-M etc. had given false
hopes to the leadership of solving the problem by creati g rifts
in the Akali Dal. Valuable time was lost and, worse, official
attention was diverted from the crying need for basic reforms in
the law order set-up. Without applying their mind closely, the
police problem was handed over to psuedo-experts specialised in
fake encounters and concealment of crime.
Complacence soon gave way to panic. The overpowering
desire was not to meet the grave threat posed by the terrorists
*

•
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but to do something sensational to impress public opinion. This
was a golden opportunity for the so-called experts. They tried to
silence the clamour among the Hindu population by staging
fake encounters in which a number of Sikhs called 'bad characters'
were killed. Quite a few had nothing to do with terrorism.
Terrorists retaliated hitting especially those they held
for the fake encounters.
This short-sighted measure of liquidating suspected terrorists
in Punjab definitely worsened the situation. It gave a just
demoralised
cause to the
the Punjab police, who were no longer willing to play with their
own lives. Someone though of imitating West Bengal where
Naxalites were killed in hundreds. But no two situations are
similar. It was also forgotten that the Calcutta police did not
take part in these killings; all that they did was to turn a blind
eye to those mass murders.
V

In fact, the political and bureaucratic set-up is more to
blame for the current situation in Punjab. Terrorism got its
right setting in the exceedingly corrupt-political set-up which
depended for financial support and muscle power on smugglers
and other anti-social elements in a big way. This political set-up
did not take kindly to Darbara Singh from the very first day of
his chief ministership. It is well known that the anti-Darbara
Singh faction had the support of Zail Singh, who was then the
Union home minister. The home ministry secretly helped all
elements whose objective then was to make things too hot for
Darbara Singh. It is a different story altogether that they could
not control the forces they unleashed.
Another factor was that the politically motivated and corrupt
bureaucratic structure did not command the confidence and
loyalty of the lower echelons. If the chiefs of polic are appointed
on considerations other than merit, the constable cannot be
inspired to risk his life. In mid-1975 S.N. Mathur, the than
IGP of Punjab, was shifted to the Centre as director of the
Intelligence Bureau. Soon after that quite a few posts in the top
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ranks of the police were filled by officers of dubious reputation.
In May 1977, the Janata government appointed an honest chief
of police, J.S. Bawa who is the present director of CB1. When
the Akalis came to power, they quietly got rid of him. Still, their
police set-up was a little more honest than the Congress set-up
during the Emergency but it was out-and-out communal in
outlook.

The constabulary, 80 per cent Sikh, mutinied against their
bosses during the Akali regime and had to be pacified by all
kinds of concessions. Since then, it has been clear that the rank
and file had no confidence in their leaders. Appointments to the
rank of constables, assistant sub-inspectors and even deputy
superintendents of police have been heavily xitiated by payments
to the recruiting agencies. In his own modest way, Darbara
Singh started fighting these corrupt elements but his efforts were
sabotaged by the home ministry.
As already said, Delhi's main motivation was not to fight
terrorism but to win the majority of Lok Sabha seats in January
1985. This led to constant ehanges in orders with the changing
calculations about electoral support. Confusion at the top creates
utter confusion at the lower levels. And these shifting strategies
suit non-professional bureacrats, who can adjust themselves to
the prevailing political winds. No self-respecting professional
who knows his job would like to work in such an atmosphere.
And when major failures occure, the political executive finds
itself too weak to absorb the shocks and seeks temporary refuge
in reshuffling the same set of officers. Many have gained
temporary favours by promising quick results. In Punjab they
have been exposed. The overnight dropping of all advisers and
transfer of the senior superintendent of police., Amritsar, are proof
enough of the muddle-headedness.
The controversy about the CRPF is due to the ambivalence
of the Government of India over its functions for the last several
years. The rules are quite clear. The CRPF has no independent
role of its own. It is merely additional trained manpower placed
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at the disposal of the district authorities to deploy in any manner
they like. The only restriction is that its own command and
control must not be tampered with, But in certain cases,
example during elections, the Centre wants to achieve the political
objectives of the ruling party by giving the CRPF an independent
role as they tried to do in the last J & K assembly elections.
The Kashmir government was within its rights to keep the CRPF
in reserve without deploying it. The chief election commissioner
had no locus standi to force the Kashmir government to use
the CRPF.
In Punjab, the Government of India felt, rightly or wrongly,
that a few district magistrates and superintendents of police were
more keen to keep the Akali leaders on their right side than to
carry out the home ministry's mandates. For fear of a political
backlash, the home ministry wanted to achieve its objectives in a
roundabout manner by giving the CRPF an independent role.
This was neither fair to the CRPF n,or to the district admistration.
In this confusion, the CRPF got dubbed as a Hindu force—
which it is not—and had to be replaced at certain places. There
are few para-military forces in the would with such a high
reputation for impartiality and it is a pity that the home ministry's
not-too-straight methods gave it a bad name.
Again, para-military forces are not trained for the job that
the civil police have to do. For example, checking of curfew
passes and searching of motor vehicles must be done by the
local police. A para-military force can stand behind them to
ensure that they are not attacked by extremists. The CRPF has
neither the local knowledge nor the linguistic competence to
perform this task independently. The local police know or
should know the local inhabitants and can let known gentlemen
pass even if they forgot their curfew passes. An out side force
can perform this duty only in a mechanical manner. If the home
ministry finds the local administration or police ineffective, it
should adopt remedies other than giving unwarranted roles to
the CRPF.
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It is surprising that these pseudo-experts did not even try to
understand that para-military forces have only a limited roje.
They can supersede neither the district police nor the intelligence
branch. Even now, the Government of India has not bothered
to make the administration more honest and popular. It only
wants to stamp out terrorism. The attempt is to stay alive in an
oxygen tent till the next Lok Sabha elections.
The solution to this problem lies in making basic changes. It
is true thai this takes time but a start has to be made. Once there
is a political will to have a clean administration, a percepiible
impct will not take more time than has already been lost in eight
months of President's rule.
Suppose in desperation the Government of India accepts
many of the Akali demands—a few eminently reasonable and a
few quite unreasonable ones, Terrorism in Punjab may abate
for the time being, But where is the guarantee that some other
group in India somewhere else will not start the same game, say,
in Haryann itself. It is a mistake to thirk of terrorism as a purely
Punjab phenomenon. In the pre-independence period, Bengal,
Maharashtra, UP, Bihar had also produced terrorist patriots.
Terrorism is at pre ent quite activer in Maripur. Many are^s of
North-East have seen it, including Assam.
If genuine grievances of any section of the pcple or rigion
are to be redressed or neglected only in the light of electoral
strategy, terrorist activity can spring up elsewhere also and the
present corrupt, incompetent and politically motivated police
machinery cannot cope with it. That is why law enforcement
agencies did not succeed in fighting terrorism anywhere in India,
though it died down or abated owing to other reasons. Both
in West Bengtl and Kerala the reason was counter-violence. In
West Bengal Congress (T) hooligans indulged in massacres of
Naxalites while in Kerala the CPI (M) and RSS had a running
match in retaliatory murders. Nothing will please the Khalistan
supporters more than a civil war of this type.
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Then the question as to how to face the terrorist threat
arises. There is often a loose talk of calling the army. This would
be a great folly. The army is treined to fight the enemy and its
heavy-handed response to urban terrorism can lead to the loss
of many innocent lives without hitting the real culprits. This is a
police job, even though the present police are unequal to the
demands made on them.
The operations against urban terrorism require team-work
of several police agencies. Though commandos are glamorous,
all the silent work has to be done by the civil police at police
stations. They have to take the public into confidence and get
their help. Our police stations are disliked by the public. Manchanda, a Sikh leader of Delhi with no small standing, was killed
at a spot not more than five minutes walking distance from
Delhi police headquarters, Though hundreds of people were near
the spot at that time, no one bothered to inform the police.
And late information made any chase meaningless.
The intelligence branch has a vital role to play. Most terrorist
gangs—whether in India or abroad—operate under tight centralised control and their plans only be known if intelligence agencies
penetrate them. It is a sad comentary that these agencies were
revamped to meet the terrorist threat only when the menace
reached alarming proportions recently.
*

The para-military forces are the third link in the chain and
this is the only agency which is now fuctioning with some degree
efficiency and able to show a few results in Punjab. However,
this agency was never meant to act alone.
The fourth and the last important link is specialised squads.
In Britain, France and Germany these consist mainly of civil
policemen, selected for their alerrtness agility of mind and body,
marksmanship and for their understanding of the area in which
they operate. As this involves some risk a special pay acts as
compensation. In India the illegal earnings of the civil police are
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such that any special pay is too meagre for them. Therefore, all
commando units in India consist of armed policemen, who do
not have the understanding of the civil police.
Above all, there must be no political interference or even
political motivation in police
operations. This is best
illustrated by the exam pie of Britain. One can read the book
written by Sir Robert Marks, who as commissioner of police,
London, from 1972-77, bore the responsibility for tackling an
unprecedented wave of terrorism, chiefly by the IRA Car bombs,
letter bombes and other outrages became seemingly daily events.
The remarkable thing is that no political leades gave any instructions or guidance and when the bomb squad of London appeared
to be showing zero results, the Queen boosted their morale by a
visit. They repaid the Queen's confidence soon.
m

The British police rely on their ancient weapon—public
support—and therefore they have been outspoken about the
dangers posed by urban terrorists. The French police depend on
their ruthless efficiency aod have achieved the best results so far.
No other European police has such a large network of informers as the French police. The Germans also do jemarkably well
with their highly sophisticaated training and technology, as was
demonstrated in 1977 when Mogadishu (Somalia) airport was
stormed by west German commandos. Each country has its own
problems and history and so there can be no identicial solutions.
The IRA is rooted in 300 years of British-Ireh history; in Germany
many intellectuals are against the establishment and they sympathise with the terrorists; the Parisians and the Italians are simply
not bothered about the capture of millionaires and politicianes and
many frankly enjoy media stories of kidnappings. India thus has
to evolve its own response.
Let there be no illusions: terrorism cannot be wished away. A
politically motivated administration, a corrupt and incompetent
law-enforcement machinery, an abundance of firearms, a climate
of violation of laws in all spheres, by Government and till now an
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indifferent public opinion—all these have led to its disquieting
growth.
Even top administrators cannot successfully meet the threat
unless basic changes are made in the political and administrative
milieu. A number of sensitive issues have to be taken out of the
political arena and entrusted to impartial authorities like the
Supreme Court for a decision. As B"K. Nehru, former Governnor
of Kashmir, pointed out recently at Hyderabed, promotions and
transfers in the civil services have to be taken out of hands of
politicians. Unless this is done and the daily administration made
more impartial and honest, any 'just cause' can create a body of
terrorists who can paralyse the government machinery as in
Punjab. The issue are deeper than Akali demands. If everything
is made an instrument for political leverage, a proliferation of
terrorism can be safely forecast.
i*

*
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Before and after in Punjab
NIRMAL MUKARJI
(Indian Express)
On June 2, 1984 two unprecedented things happened in
Punjab, First, the Army was called in to assist the civil authority
to restore law and order in the whole State. Subsequent events
showed that "asssistance to civil authority" was in fact a euphem
ism for the entire State being placed under virtual army rule.
Second, to put the matter beyond doubt, a serving General
occupying the second highest post in the Western Command was
appointed Adviser (Security) to the Governor and in due course
was given charge of the Home and Justice portfolios.
Immediately afterwards the Army launched an assault on the
Golden Temple complex v/ith large number of troops backed up by
artillery. There was ferocious fighting with the terrorists inside lasting
three days. India Today has estimated that 200 or more army men
were killed and about 1,000 extermists. No encounter of such a
magnitude had ever taken place in free India pitting the
Army against a section of the people. Never before had a shrine
of such importance been turned into a bloody battlefield in the
manner.
Sub-nationalism
The impact of this on Punjab, and indeed on the country, is
somewhat analogous to crossing the sound barrier. In a sense
nothing is the same any more ; everything needs to be
reassessed.
*

The first strand is what might be called the assertion of Sikh
sub-nationalism. It must straightaway be clarified that the word
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"sub-nationalism" does not connote something anti-natioral. On
the contrary, it describes a perfectly legitimate phenomenon within
the nationhood of India. Unity in diversity in our country cannot
possible mean a homogenized nation, but rather one in which
diverse sub-nationalities exist in harmony within the larger entity of
the nation.
The Sikhs perceive themselves as a separate people. Arguments
to prove that they are but a sect of the Hindus are of no avail, for
it is their self-perception that matters. The Sikhs have been trying
to obtain recognition of their distinct identity for decades. They
peacefully struggled for a homeland within India and got Punjabi
Suba. But this did not satisty their aspirations because they found
to their chagrin that, given the population arithmetic of the new
State, their pre-eminent party, the Akali Dal, could hope to govern
on its own There could not have been anything more frustrating
than to have won a Suba and then not be able to run it. The
ruling party for most of the time has been the Congress,
which in Punjabi means mostly Hindus supported by some
Sikhs.
The underlying objective of the struggle thus was political
power. But the actual demands of the recent Akaii morcha were
rooted in the Anandpur Sahib resolution of 1973. Among other
things this asked for a curtailment of the Centre,s jurisdiction to a
few subjects like defence, foreign affairs and communications.
This untenable demand fortunately went off the agenda with the
appointment of the Sarkaria Commission. Other demands were
relatively minor. Some were religious ; and there were the three
well-known ones—Chandigarh, river waters and territoral adjustments. All of these were easily negotiable End were fact all but
settled several times. If a settlement could have been reached the
Akalis would probably have called off the morcha. But political
power would still have eluded them and consquently the struggle
would not have ended. Wisdom would have lain in
settling not only the stated demands but also the unstated one for
power.
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Previous experience
Federal India has in the past displayed considerable ingenuity
and flexibility in accommodating demands from regional groups.
The reshaping of State boundaries on lines provides the most
striking example. The constitutional engineering that went into
Article 370 and Article 371 A to 371 F is especially remarkable in
the present context, for these Articles make special provisions for
the peculiar problems of individual States. What makes accommodation of the Akali demands, stated or unstated, difficult is
that they emanate from a religious group. Our sad experience
with Muslim sub-nationalism in undivided India has made us
averse to countenancing Sikh sub-nationalism in any form. For
instance the demand for a homeland State had to be couched in
linguistic terms before it was conceded. The Muslim case was
different for the colonial power was still present, to create mischief
or be blamed by both sides for their failures. If we fall in the
Sikh case there will be no such alibi Sikh sub-nationalism must
therefore be accommodated of course squarely within the Constitution, if necessary by incorporating a new article for Punjab in the
"371" family.
Near vacuum
Operation Bluestar has pushed Sikh sub-nationalism to the
wall. Khalistan sentiments were previously entertained only by
the lunatic fringe. Today they are being expressed by masses of
angry and confused Sikhs. "Khalistan Zindabad" has become
vacuum of mo
more
ership and such leaders as are still around want to swim with the
current. The pre-Bluestar option of a negotiated accommodation
with Sikh sub-nationalism is thus mled out, at last f* r the
present.
But all is certainly not lost. For on thing, secessionist rhetoric
does not necessarily reflect a desire to secede. We
precedent where the secessionist plank w< s readily given up once
the DMK had acquired power. Secondly, for the ' ast majority of
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the Sikhs, the Khalistan idiom is cnly a way to express their deep
resentment. They would welcome an opening which would enable
them to remain with honour in the family fold of India. In the
long run there is no alternative to a negotiated accommodation
Bluestar has thus introduced grave distortions, but not
disturbed the basic logic of the need to cope with Sikh subnationalism.
The second strand is the Bhindranwale factor. Bhindranwale
arrived on the Punjab scene cnly a fer years ago like a comet from
outer space. Before his arrival Punjab had the usual bedlam of
competitive politics but no violence. After his arrival the air
became thick with hatred and violence, literally so because thousands of tapes of his speeches were played al! over the State. And
soon organised terriorian stalke ihe land. The people of Punjab,'
and more especially the Hindus, lived in fear for months. The
people of India were aghast at the Government's apparent paralysis in the face of mounting terrorist activities.
Bhindranwala constantly harped on Sikh grievances but his
precise objectives remained unclear to the end. His militancy had
tremendous popular appeal. So much so that Akali leaders,
normally sober men, were forced to adopt populist postures in
order not to lose their following. They were either mesmerised or
plain frightened to express any kind of denunication of either the
killings or the misuse of gurdwaras. In the people's eyes it was
Bhindranwale's virulenee rather than the moderation of the Akalis
that came to reflect the true face of Sikh sub-nationaHsm.
It is widely believed that initially it was the the Congress (I)
that built Bhindranwale up as a sort of counter to the Akalis.
Evidently he acquired a degree of autonomy after some time.
But he did receive inexplicably soft treatment at the hands of the
Congress (I) government, both before and after the imposition of
President's rule, Two examples should suffice to establish this.
One was his-release after having been arrested in the wake of Lala
Jagat Narain's murder. The other was the large-scale connivance

*
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of authority in permitting the entry into India, and further into the
Golden Temple, of a veritable arsenal of high-grade weapons. Thus
it would seem that a Frankenstein was created and maintained,
first to serve as a counter to the Akalis, later to defame the very
idea of Sikh sub-nationalism, and still later to serve as a hate
object to be annihilated at the right moment in a sort of cathartic
operation.
Real agenda
Operation Bluestar became necesary after the first two
purposes had been fulfilled and the stage was set for the
third.
Frankenstein was duly killed and his destruction has drawn
plaudits from the "mainstream" public. But there is already a
move to exalt Bhindranwale as a martyr who died defending the
Golden Temple. If this should succeed his spirit will have
survived. And there are many more angry young Sikhs after
Bluestar than before. Consequently the menace of terrorism may
continue to bedevil us. More importantly, does the annihilation
of a Frankenstein of one's own creation, come anywhere near
touching the essence of the Punjab problem ? The real Punjab
agenda still awaits attention.
0
*

Punjabis like to dwell on traditional good relations between
Hindus and Sikhs. It is true that there are numerous instances
of inter-marriage and there are many families in which some
members are Hindu and others Sikh. What is more important,
there has been no instance of a riot between the two- communities
' in Punjab, even under grave provocation such as that furnished by
the Bhindrawale factor. All Punjabis revere the Sikh Gurus and
aspecially the Guru Granth Sahib.
The gulf
0

Nevertheless a gulf has existed between the two communities for
long. Its roots probably go back to the Arya Samaj and Singh
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Sabha movements. But there is also the spatial factor separating
the two . Hindus are mostly city dwellers, while the Sikh base
is in the rural areas. Village Sikhs have not forgotten the Sahukar
image of the Hindu, reminding us of the economic dimension. The
guilf between Hindus and Sikhs was was not very noticeable in
undivided Punjab because there was a far wider gulf between these
two and the Muslims.
f

Partition created a bigger sense of deprivation amongst the
Sikhs than among Hindus. Their leaders left that, while the
Muslims had got their Pakistan and the Hindus their Hindustan
the Sikhs had got nothing. A desire for recognition of the Sikh
identity started manifesting itself. Sikh sub-nationalism began to
emerge. As was to be expected so did Hindu resistance to it. The
Sikhs make a point of faulting the Hindus for disowning their
Punjabiyat in the 1951 census. But by recording Hindi rather
than Punjabi as their mothertongne the Hindus were bassically
voting against Sikh dominance. Thus in the post-partition era,
Hindu-Sikh relations have to be viewed largely in the light of
emerging Sikh sub-nationalism, on the one hand, and the parallel
rise of Hindu opposition to it, on the other. One could
almost say that there has been no communal problem as
such.
The position of the Hindus in Punjab needs to be better
understood than it is. For one thing it is not as if they constitute
a small minority ; the Sikhs are only a bare majority. Secondly
although relegated to a minority status in Punjab, they cannot
forget that they are part of the overwhelmingly large majority
community of the country. Psychologically this makes it difficult
for them to play the minority role in the State. A similar situation is to be found in Jammu and Kashmir also. Thirdly, during
the very years of Punjab's recent travail a fairly strong Hindu
wave has spread over the country. This has evoked the idea that
Muslims and other minorities need to be put in their place and
it was time for the Hindus, who after all are 82 per cent of the
population, to assert themselves. The Punjabi Hindu has lapped
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up this line avidly and in the process made it more than usually
difficult for himself to settle into a minority role.
Common existence
These hurdles could probably have been overcome if the
Hindus of Punjab could have seen political and cultural space for
themselves in a scenario of Sikh sub-nationalism winning out.
In their struggle to obtain accommodation from the federal Centre,
the Sikhs seem to have overlooked the need to extend matching
consideration to the Hindu minority within the State. The Sikh
case is difficult enough, involving as it does the legitimising of
community-based sub-nationalism. It is rendered almost impossible in the absence of any serious effort on the part of the Sikh
leadership to come to terms with the Hindu factor. When all is
said and done, the two communities have to learn to live together.
The Key to the Punjab problem would seem to lie in the Sikh
majority treating the Hindu minority generously. Only then can
the federal Centre be reasonably expected to consider Sikh subnationalism with proper understanding.
Terrorism has done enormous harm to Hindu-Sikh relations,
mainly because the killers were invariably Sikh and the killed
increasingly Hindu as time went on. Operation Bluestar, though
directed against terriorism, has paradoxically further strained
community relations by hardening attitudesson both sides.
Continuing Army operations could produce more stains, such as
for instance when a village is combed and only Sikh households
are searched. There are ominous forecasts in the air about what
might happen when the Army is withdrawn.
*

Starting points
It is important that the leadership of both communities should
work out peace arrangements now. These could then form the
basis of a more durable and wide-ranging agreement between the
Sikhs and Hindus. This in turn would open up the prospect of
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Sikh sub-nationalism, being accommodated by the federal Centre
in an appropriate manner. It is only some such sequence of
settlements that can give Punjab a new start.
The governmental mechinery in the Punjab has apparently
collapsed. The political proces was suspended when President's
rule was imposed in October 1983, Civil administration suffered
a similar fate when virtual Army rule was installed in early June
under the guise of "assistance to civil authority" We have the
Union Home Secretary's word that the administration of the State
had totally broken down.
State governments all over India have been steadily becomig
less efficient and more corrupt. Both political and bureaucratic
factors have contributed to this process. Occasionally, and only
here and there, political or bureauctatic leadership has tried to stem
the rot, but the general trend has been steeply down-ward. The
failures in respect of the police, the judiciary and jails have been
admirably brought out by K.F. Rustamji in many writings.
Punjab was no exception to this general trend, even though it
could once boast of the finest performance in India on nearly all
fro nts.
The collapse in Punjab has exposed the fragility of the governmental machinery everywhere, which is alarming enough. But
more alarming than that is the softening of politicians and adm nstrators at all levels which takes place under the impact of the kind
of movement Punjab has experienced. The appeal of Sikh subnationalism produced in that State a large number of sympathisers
within the government. Terrorism froze most of the rest into
inaction. Much the same kind of thing had happened in Assam
earlier. It would seem that even a not-so-fragile governmental
machinery is vulnerable in the face of a movement which evokes
primordial sentiments, especially when it is accompained by coercion. Such a movement shatters the consensus which underlines
the process of governance,
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Bold urinative

malcy to return what is most

required is the

Sikhs
nationalism
federal Centre This calls
for bold political initiatives on all sides, not only from the federal
government. Neither Army rule nor non-political civil rule can provide more than first aid palliatives. The agony of Punjab will have
been in vain if at this moment administrative reform is considered
a sufficient substitute for a fresh political consesensus.

*

3
Hindsight on Punjab
PRAN CHOPRA
(Indian Express)
PRESUMABLY more will be known about the Punjab crisis when
Government of India lifts the Press cencorship from the state. But
what the Army has revealed in the meantime is sufficient food for
second thoughts on some key issues.
In fact out of all those involved with this crisis ever since it
began, only the Army has covered itself with credit, It was given
a task which was not of its seeking, and the rights and wrongs of
which it was not at liberty to question though it was quite outside
its normal responsibilities. It was an extremely difficult and delicate task, made more so by questions of conscience involved for
many of those engaged in it from the top to the bottom rungs of
responsibility. Yet it performed the task outstandingly, displaying
enormous patience and control of nerve and willingness to bear the
heavy price it paid for the restraint it exercised.
What the Army has unearthed has toppled some specifics of a
couple of key assumptions made by some of us (though in what I
am writing here I speak only for myself). These assumptions were
correct up to some point of time, and they justified the courses
advocated by us. The essential approach underlying these courses
is as valid now as it was before, and will be as valid in the very
trying future which awaits us yet. But the assumptions went wrong
in certain important specifics, though more because of the inadequacy of our information than of our judgment

•••••130HBBBB1
Two assumptions
These assumptions were two. First, a political settlement
could be negotiated with the established leadership of the A kali
Dal because it was moderate, patriotic and more or less rational,
and if Mrs Gandhi negotiated with it directly, honesty and sincerely, a reasonable settlement would be available. Not all the terms
of the settlement would be equally in the best interests of the
country, but none would be very harmful either, and certainly less
harmful than an interminable and determined agitation in an area
so important for the country's defence and economy.
The second assumption related to the extremists. It was
thought that they numbered perhaps a few hundred, and though
efficient in their nutality they were mainly armed with weapons of
individual terrorism. While a fringe among them may by openly
successionist, most were either after personal loot or were trying to
achieve through violence and general terror the same "Sikh rights",
though perhaps more ambitiously interpreted, as the Akali Dal was
trying to achieve though political mass agitations.
From these two assumptions followed two specifics. First the
attainable settlement with the Akali Dal should have been attained
quickly while the moderate leaders still had a hold upon the Dal
organisation and through that upon the Sikh masses. If that meant
bringing the Akali Dal into a partnership in ruling Punjab, so mueh
the better. The essential approach here was that Punjab would be
better ruled by the majority community, and such a vital one at
that, were represented in the government by leaders acceptable to
it. The terrorists could then be isolated, needled out of their sanetuarties, or left to wither on the vine, or by other means dealt with
one by one, without having to do anything very dramatic or risky
about the whole lot together.
Price to pay
From this followed the second specific, that it would be couh*
ter-productive to send the Army into the Golden Temple. It would
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so alienate such an overwhelming body of Sikh opinion that
either it would become impossible for the moderate leadership even
to be seen to be negotiating with the Government or to win broad
based Sikh support for any agreement that might be reached. The
country's resentment would breed more extremism, perhaps even
secessionist sentiment. This would be too heavy a price to pay
for capturing few hundred terrorists who could be better dealth
with anyhow by other means.
But both specifics became out dated when a drastic change
occured in the means and ends of the terrorists. No one claims to
know when the change took place. Not even the Government.
Mrs Gandhi has confessed the failure of her intelligence on this
point.
The stronghold of the terrorists in the Golden Temple, and
their resulting stranglehold upon the Temple management and the
moderates of the Akali Dal became something other than it was
thought to be. It ceased to be merely the command post of individual terrorism. It became, as the Army has shown, the command
headquarters of a force which no one would have built up to this
level without intention of insurrection at an opportune time. And
it was continuing to be built up futher. Given a little more time
it should have become a dangerous force of unknown intentions
but considerable strength, sitting astride the logistics of a crucial
security front and able to conduct very disruptive foroys or even
fight a limited positional war at, some critical junction. It would
have been folly to leave it ensconced in this way, and no force but
the Army could, have a dismantled what had already become a
fortress by the time it went in. Even the Army found in very
tough going because of the nature of the target.
By the time the Army action became inevitable, it also became
inopportune to have a government in Punjab in which the Akalis
were either partners or masters. It would have been embarrassing
for the Akaliis themselves and for those upon whom the responsi-
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lity for the defence of India must ultimately rest. Out of fear of
displeasure of the following which Bhindranwala had built up
among the Sikh masses by then, such a government would not have
found it possible either to dismantle the fortress itself or to give
to the Army the very close civil co-operation it needed for a successful operation.
Time squandered
Up to a time, which ended may be a year or so ago, such a
government in Punjab would have been just the right instrumentality for nipping terrorism in the bud with the minimum hurt to the
Sikh ethos and sentiment. It would have been able to act, and it
would have acted, Up to that time both the specifics recommended by some of us, were also right- But that time was squandered
by Mrs Gandhi, and blame for that rests upon no one so much as
it rests upon her.
She has blamed the intelligence wing of her government. But
failure of such a crucial wing as intelligence, in such an important
matter, in such a sensitive area, for such a period of time, clearly
spells the failure of political leadership, failure to apply one's mind
to a dangerous problem in time, failure to heed warnings which
were being given to her by her closest and most trusted means and
advisers of yesteryear, failure to learn the clear lesson of the Assam
precedent that an agitation is bound to fall into wrong hands or
go berserk if it is cheated of settlement in round after round of
dishonest negotiations. This manifold failure is magnified many
times if it is true, as she alleges day after day, and if she knew it,
that foreign powers were waiting to take advantage of the trouble
in Punjab. There are many truths behind this failure with which
the White Paper has unfortunately not deat.
Troubles ahead
There are troubles ahead. To the blunders of Mrs Gandhi,
Which made the Army action such an evil necessity, has been addv
*
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ed to the problem that there is a total vacuum now in the Sikh
leadership. There is no one left to negotiate with who is acceptable to the Sikh masses and at the same time is and is seen to be
*

in tune with the larger interests of the country. Sant Longowal
filled this dual role at one time. I doubt that he can now. For
a following among the Sikhs he has now to compete with the
memory of a martyr, a more powerful opponent than Bhindranwale
was in flesh and blood. Even if he won he would dare not be
seen to be negotiating with the Government or accepting the kind
of settlement he would have happily accepted at one time.
There is also now another misgiving about him. Of all the
people alive as yet, he had the closest view of the building up of
the fortress. But he did not speak out, worrying more about the
risk to his leadership than the risk to his country.
And yet unless there is a settlement with some acknowledged
leaders of the Sikhs, and as long as there is none, the sore will
fester, the infection will spread, disaffection and disorder will grow
in multifarious ways, not excluding the recurrence of individual
terrorism by a new layer of still alienated youth. Therefore, in
addition to preaching amity, and before that degenerates into plati
tudes, a conscious effort must be made to encourage a new leadership and to give it responsibility and trust.
The search for such leadership will be hard, but it will be
harder still if Mrs Gandhi persists in the habit, which has brought
her whole party and so much of the country to such a sorry pass,
of imposing her mindless puppets in position of power v/hether at
New Delhi or
capitals. ^ ^ | ^ | ^ | ^ | ^ | ^ | ^ | B

*

*
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Akalis were Depicted as Villians
Lt. Gen. (Retd) JAGJIT SINGH AURORA
{Onlooker)
At New Delhi's posh Chelmsford Club, a journalist told the
suave, well-built, soft spoken Sikh: "It is you who should go down
and hero in Sikh history and not Bhindranwale',. The Sikh, Lt.
Gen. Jagjit Singh Aurora who commamded the 1971 army operation in Bangladesh, replied: "Please do not embarrass me by saying these kind of things".
Gen. Aurora, who has been living a quiet life after retirement
remains a man not committed to any political ideology. After the
army conducetd "operation bluestar" at the Golden Temple in
Amritsar, Lt. Gen. Aurora was among the first few who expressed resentment over the action. But at the same he was the first
prominent Sikh to ccme out with a practical programme to
provide a healing touch to the Sikhs, who, he thought, were
extremely agitated. Onlooker's Rajat Sharma spoke to him in
New Delhi for two hours, discussing the short and long term
implications of the army action.
What was your first reaction when you learnt that the army
had entered the Golden Temple to flush out the criminals?
In fact, it did not come as a surprise. When the government
decided to deploy the army in a big way. I feared that it might
enter the Golden Temple. When I heard over TV that mortars
were being used by the other side (extremists) my apprehensions
were confirmed. But the next morning's news failed to mention
any such action. It was in the afternoon, when someone brought

a copy of the special edition of a city newspaper that the
I realised that the armed forces had entered the Golden Temple.
I was naturally disturbed and upset by the desecration of the holy
gurudwara. Though details were given out much later, the way
in which news of the operation was released only added to the
injury. While the government-Controlled media kept assuring
that no damage had been done to the Harmandir Sahib, nothing
was mentioned about the Akal Takht. It was much later that
they reluctantly admitted that it was damaged.
The projection of the whole operation on television by Maj
Gen Brar appeared like play-acting. I call it play acting because
to a soldier it looked well-rehearsed and arranged. Whenever
Melvelle De Mello asked a question, there was no sound of
firing in the background but when Brar spoke one could hear
gunfire. The whole drama was created and from experience,
that De'Mello does these kind of things to produce an effective
programme. During the 1965 war, when a Pakistani aircraft
attacked a church in AmbaLa, De'Mello produced a programme
with the voices of two Pakistani pilots talking about the attack
He even added organ music being played in the church. But
we all knew that the church had not been in use for the last 60
years. He made it all look like he was reporting from the scene
of action. It may be alright when a war is on, but in such a
situation it hurts.
4

The Akalis and others were depicted as villains But the
government never admitted that it was also in the wrong. If you
had a boil on your toe, and allowed the infection to spread to
your knee and let gangrene set in, then perhaps you could say
there was no alternative to amputation. But now, in this instance
who is responsible? While talking to a foreign correspondent,
she (the prime minister) said that perhaps there was a delay in
action. But she showed no anguish, no regret. Now she says
it's time for a healing touch. Such casual statements are
upsetting.

feB

But then there has to be a limit to everything. What's wrong
if the government finally acted ?
Has this provided an answer to terrorism? The problem is
not limited to a tew terrorist. The problem is of the rot in the
moral fibre. Who is responsible for it? That Congress (I) had
given prominence to Bhindranwale is no more a secret. The Dal
Khalsa was raised with Congress(I) help. Money too was provided
7
by it. W hen Darbara Singh took Bhindranwale into custoday,
who ordered that he be set free? The orders came from Delhi,
Bhindranwale then went around the country, in Bombay and Delhi,
carrying weapons. But nobody stopped him. His so called acts
of bravery and definace, with the spiritual aura, made him a
hero. He started believing that nobody could touch him. I cant
think of any country where weapons are flaunted so openly with
the authorities preferring to sleep over it.
The armed forces action was certainly not directed against
the Sikh community. Why should an army operation conducted
purely to flush out criminals hurt the sentiments of the entire
community?
There is no single reason for it Firstly the Sikh concept of
religion is not as vast as that of the Hindus. Sikhs hold the Guru
Granth Sahib and the holy city of Amritsar in high esteem.
Harmandir Sahib and the Akal Takht are the holiest of the holy for
every Sikh. History tells us that the Akal Takht was used by
our fourth guru to supervise the construction of the Harmandir
Sahib. The Sixth guru, who used to hold his darbar, here made
it a Takht. Since then the Hukumnaama has been issued from
this place. The Sikhs are emotionally attached to the Golden
Temple, particularly to the Harmandir Sahib and Takht. The
damage to the Akal Takht obviously caused anguish among them.
Secondly, Indira Gandhi has never had a rapport with the Sikhs.
Pandit Nehru did have some attachment. The Sikhs also feel
that it was Mrs. Gandhi who dismissed the Akaii government.
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It was she who put thousands of themjjin jail during the emergency.
Moreover, she never appeared to be serious about their demands
during last three years. Against the background of disbelief in
in Mrs Gandhi, Bhindr?.nwale played upon Sikh sentiments.
The Sikhs feel that the indignity they have suffered has been
perpetuated by Mrs. Gandhi. Unfortunately now, the media is
also rubbing on it saying daily that the Sikhs had anti-national
plans. The press and the government are only creating more

hatred.
What about Mrs Gandhi's call for a healing touch?
Instead, she should have been sorry for doing all this. She
should have said that she was compelled to use the army as there
was no other way out and that it is a very sad chapter in the
history of India. This would have had a better impact than
everything else she has said. To me, India comes before Punjab.
But the prime minister also should rise above political considerations
and stop anti-Sikh propaganda. It's all counter-productive.
Did the government have any other alternative?
One cannot say whether they had an alternative or not.
You cannot be forgiven for playing with the sentiments of a
community. Mrs Gandhi has always been so secretive about her
acts. She never takes anyone into confidence. As a result the
people have no more confidence in her. Pandit Nehru also
committed mistakes but he was forgiven. It's difficult to believe
Mrs Gandhi and her government. All these years, when arms
*

were being stockpiled in the Golden Temple premises the government was silent. Now, it says it has come as a surprise. A person
cannot be forgiven for such grave mistakes.
Should the army have been used at all?
The use of the army too often for such operations is certainly
not healthy. The army is now engaged in combing operations
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in the villages. But since the villagers have their sons in the
army, they fear the prospect of having to face their own sons.
The army is very sensitive. Wherever we go, we try to win the
r
hearts o the people. For example, in places like Mizoram,
churches and schools were built and playgrounds levelled by the
army. All this is done to win the confidence of the people.
We are an integral part of society. This should not be
forgotten.
How do you view desertions
Golden Temple operation?

in the army following the

They have reacted in this way because they were upset.
They thought the Harmandir Sahib has been desecrated and
without thinking twice they acted. But it was foolish. How can
you reach Punjab from Ramgarh without being detected? It
is apparent they gave no thought to this.
What do you think of Lt. Gen. Dayal?
All kinds of things have been said about him. Some angry Sikhs
have even called him a Nirankari
It is very unfair to call him a Nirankari or something like
that. I have known him from the day he joined the army as a
second lieutenant. He is a man of great ability. I am sure that
this assignment would have not been his liking as to any other
soldier. In spite of this he has done a great job. I give him
full credit for carrying out his duties in a true, disciplined, and
soldierly manner.
Have you met people who believe in Khalistan?
The only time I met someone talking about it was in 1981
in Canada. Of course, I made them look foolish. It's a romantic
dream. By talking too much about these kind of concepts, we
only encourage these miscreants. I must say that when someone
asks a Sikh about Khalistan he is only suspecting his patriotism.
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Why is it necessary for a Sikh to prove his loyalty? If someone
asked me about Khalistan I would only ask back with anger :
How dare you suspect my patriotism? This would also be the
reply ofevery true Sikh. But at the same time we resent being
searched in our own country. One feels angry when Bhajan
Lai's government insults Sikhs. Why should we be asked to
prove our patriotism in our own land?
What can be done now? What do you suggest?
Firstly at the government level, as I said earlier, Mrs Gandhi
must express regrets. She should also confess her failures.
Secondly, the Hindus should stop gloating over it. They should
tell the Sikhs that they have sympathy for them and are sad about
the whole affair. Funds must be raised to help people who have
suffered at the hands of the terrorist and the security forces.
A minority always feel insecure and reassurances from the
majority certainly helps, If such steps are not taken immediately
the gap between the Hindus and Sikhs may widen. The extremists
movement may go underground for the moment. But without
the people's support it cannot be eliminated. What we need is
a political decision in the right direction. The problem can be
solved only if Hindus and Sikhs make common cause and launch
a joint morcha.
Khushwant Singh has said that a limited commando action
would have been much better to flush out terrorists, What is
your view?
A commando raid was possible when Bhindranwale was
staying at the Guru Nanak Niwas: But it was impossible to carry
out a successful operation of this kind at the Akal Takht. A
midnight cammando action is possible only if you can isolate
the area of operation. As this was rather difficult, the army could
have formed a ring around the Golden Temple and given them
ten days to come out. And the public should have been taken
into confidence. Then, the Sikhs would have been on the government's side. Now, the people feel ditched. They realise that
the govern nent is responsible for the delay, foJ whatever reasons.
Secondly, the government kept saying that the army would not
enter the Golden Temple. But eventually it did.
*

*
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Tears in a Poo! of Nectar
By K hush want Siagh
{Indian Express)
At least a dozen times in the past year, Union Home Minister
P.C. Sethi gave assurances in both houses of parliament that the government had no intention of making a forcible entry into the
Golden Temple. Such assurances were sought by members who,
while affirming that no place of worship could be used as a sanctuary for criminals, felt that in the atmosphere that prevailed in
and around the Golden Temple, such forcible entry would result
in a bloodbath and prove counter-productive.
It was evident that till recently, the government shared this
point of view. It is also possible that either Sethi did not know
his own mind or that of the government he served—or perhaps the
Akali threat to intensify their morcha from June 3 persuaded the
government to change its mind and conclude that it had no choice
except to storm the citadel from which fiats were issued to peaceful
Akali agitators as well as to gun-toting killers riding motorcycles.
What took place last week was in fact a forcible entry made
with the help of guns and tanks, resulting in a bloodbath the like
of which has not been witnessed in the Golden Temple since it
was built more than 380 years ago. It was an ironic coincidence of
history that the tragic episode should have taken place following
the anniversary homage to Arjan Dev, the fifth guru of the Sikhs,
I

t
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the builder of Harmandir, compiler of the Sikh sacred scripture,
the Granth Sahib, the first martyr of the Sikhs and the man who
gave the temple and the city in which it stands, the name Amritsar
—a pool of nectar.
It is unlikely that we will ever get to know the truth above
how the invasion was planned and executed, the number of people
killed and the damage done to the temple. Government and
Akali versions are and will forever be at variance. However,
there can be little doubt that government handouts on the subject
lack credibility. And in slaying Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale the
government has, in effect, invested the mad monk of yestermonths
with the halo of martyrdom he scarcely deserves. Far from
crushing the Khalistan movement, it has given it the sustenance
it lacked and weakened the hands of Sikhs like me who are bitterly
opposed to it.
•

It is tempting to compare the two massacres in the history of
Amritsar. The first took place 65 years ago in neighbouring
Jallianwala Bagh on April 13, 1919. It was on Baisakhi, the day
Guru Gobind Singh founded the Khalsa Panth. The recent incident followed the martyrdom anniversary of Guru Arjan Dev who
could be described as the founder of the Sikh church. The
figure of casualties put out by the Punjab government after the
Jallianwala Bagh massacre was challenged by the committee formed
by the Indian National Congress which maintained that the death
toll was more than double that put out by the government. Most
historians believe that the final toll was 379 dead and over 2,000
wounded.
In the second episode which occurred last week, the present
government has conceded that over 480 have been killed. The
Akalis put the figure at well over 1,000, including women and
children. The one important difference between the two events is
that while General Dyer ordered his Gurkha platoon to open fire
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on an entirely unarmed and peaceful assembly, General Ranjit
Singh Dyal (whose namesake rebiilt the Harmandir in marble and
gold leaf) had his men storm the temple complex which had been
converted into a fortress and defended by desperados armed with
sophisticated weapons. The one important seqi < I that the two
episodes may have is that while the Jallianwala Bagh massacre
became the turning point in the history of Tndia's freedom movement, the massacre in the Harmandir may well become a
similar turning point in the history of the Khalistan movement.
Despite continued terrorist activity over months until the end of
May 1984, the government evidently did not think that storming
the Golden Temple and flushing out Bhindranwale and his supporters would put an end to the violence in the state. Tt was the
Akali decision to step up their agitation by blocking the movement
of food-grains and the possibility of increased terrorist activity that
compelled the government to come to the conclusion that enough
was enough. It undoubtedly felt that a major surgical operation
of the dimension carried out was necessary to prevent the cancer of
violence from spreading further.
overnment
welcomed
matters
to grasp the Bhindranwale nettle with an iron hand. If government
spokesmen are to be believed, the action has created a sense of
relief among the general public. All the major political parties and
newspapers of the country have also approved of the action. The
only exception to the otherwise national approval are the Sikhs.
The Akalis will no doubt condemn this action. But now it will be
increasingly difficult to find a self-respecting Sikh who will have a
kind word to say for the government or the Sikh general it deployed
to carry out the operation. The number of innocent people slain
will go on being increased, the descretion of the Parikrama and the
Akal Takht will be magnified, to leave a permanent dent in the
bruised memory of the Khalsa Panth.
Ci
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In short, the Sikhs will feel isolated and a separate people. That
is what the Anandpur Sahib resolution was about. What the Akalte
failed to achieve by persuasion and agitation may be achieved by
the events of June 6, 1984. tt may not turn out to be the end of
the trouble, but the beginning of bigger troubles to come. We
may well have to ask ourselves : Was it necessary ?
The one immediate effect of the storming of the Harmandir
complex and the killings will be that Mrs. Indira Gandhi has
defrived herself of anyone she can negotiate with on behalf of
the Sikhs. In addition the ruling Congress will no longer be able to
count en the support of the Sikh masses in its electoral
campaign.
The Sikh vote will go solidly to the Akali Dai. Whether or
not Mrs Gandhi and her party will be compensated by a bigger
turnout of Hindu votes in their favour is a matter of speculation.
But these are trivial matters compared to the much greater damage
done to Hindu-Sikh relations. The Akalis and, more than them,
Bhindranwale and his goons, did grievous harm by driving a wedge
between the two communities who share a common historical,
linguistic and religious heritage and have often given thei- sons
and daughters in marriage *o each other. What the Akalis and
Bhindranwale did in alienating the Hindus from the Sikhs has now
been complemented by the recent governmental action in further
;
alienat on of the Sikhs from the Hindus : Most uneducated Sikhs wiil
construe the desecration of their temple as an act perpetrated by a
Hindu government.
*

It will take a long time for the blood-stains to be washed away
from the marble Parikrama and the buildings around the Harnxandir. It will take even longer for the sullen resentment smouldering
in the hearts of the Sikh community to subside. Time can be the
best healer, provided nothing is done to further exacerbate Sikh
sentiment.
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One lesson to be learnt from the storming of the Golden
Temple is that it was the worst way of handling an explosive
situation. Another is that political, economic and social problems
are not solved by superior gunpower but by persuasion, by giveand-take.
The need of the hour is to provide a healing touch. This can
best be done by acts of penance by people in power. President
Zail Singh has done well in being the first to go to the Golden
Temple to pray for forgiveness and to wash whatever stains of blood
he can with his tears. His example should be followed by other
leaders, particularly the Hindus, to reaffirm their closeness to the
Sikhs. And the Sikhs should sheaihe their kirpans, take the
Hindus in their embrace and once again resume their role as
providers of food and defenders of the nation.

*

*

6
The Temple revisited
JASWANT SINGH
*

(Indian Express)
FOR a non-Punjabi and not being a subscriber to the Sikh faith a
visit to Harminder Sahib now is like an act of penance. A grave
wrong has visited our land. I went to Amritsar again last Thursday.
I've often been there earlier and have frequently sought and found
solitude amidst the throngs of the faithful in the light and air-filled
surroundings of the complex. On every occasion I have been
moved to the very depths of my agnostic self by the sheer, overwhelming beauty of the Gurbani as it wafts across the Sarovar.
Thursday's visit was a search, for finding again that heaven of
peace and refuge.
I was profoundly moved by witnessing the present emptiness
of this ancient temple. It is not the physical damage to some
buildings in the Golden Temple complex, now charred, and the
shattered masonry and brickwork bearing mute testimony to what
has happened that was so overwhelming. Somebody remarked
"Well after all, being physical, it can be repaired." Can it ? I
wondered, unable to reply immediately, whether that is all that is
involved.
The physical damage is there but only as one and the lesser
part of a much larger whole. Great moral and spiritual damage
has been caused. Of course that was so the day this place of
veneration and worship became a sanctuary for the unholy and
the lawless. But all that has now been washed by the blood of
many and recedes into the background. As the empty chambers
around Harmandir Sahib stand mute and unoccupied, one is struck
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by the immensity of what all of us as Indians permitted to let
happen in our very midst.
Symbol of struggle
The Darbar Sahib—Golden Temple—is entirely unique in the
Sikh psyche. It is a part of the struggle of a section of the Indian
people to evolve a dynamic and assertive identity of their own. It
is not only a place of worship; it symbolises Sikh history and is
also the seat of temporal authority. More than that, it is a living
symbol of struggle against all kinds of oppression. It is a part of
the very central core of the Sikh being. It is not just an edifice
or a collection of buildings. Every stone there is the brickwork
of history itself.
That the rest of us Indians are unable to view it in that light
and see it only as having become a seat of the terrorist both
saddens and frightens me. Why blame the Sikhs alone, as an
Indian I should have been equally revolted by his earlier defilement
by political machinations of the most objectionable kind; of selfinterest predominating over the interest of our people as a whole.
That we still do not do so is our collective failure, not that of the
Sikhs alone. That even now when we talk of what has to be
done we flounder with absurdities like the 'healing touch.'
Is it only the Sikhs that need to be 'healed'? Surely there must
be something gravely wrong with the Hindus if they do not feel
shocked and bewildered with what has taken place in the Golden
Temple. I do very strongly feel that this is one occasion which
>lifies the phrase, "physician heal thyself." Let
perhaps best exemplifies
for a moment on this business of the 'healing
touch'.
those very hands that are blooded now undertake such a task? Then again is the 'healing touch' in itself not
suggestive of a kind of condescension ? And that in the context of
the Golden Temple and about a people as proud and self-raliant
as the Sikhs?
I
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The mood of Punjab is sullen. The Army is bombing the
State. Amritsar, that teeming, confused, bewildering city, as Indian
as you can possibly ask for, is today a haunted, dazed and shellshocked town. In the process of 'solving the problem in Punjab
we put aside all our acepted and time honoured norms of civil
liberties. When the Army was asked to undertake its thankless
what
sequence of gross political mismanagement, it was being asked to
perform an operation that has a contextual and geographical relevance entirely unique in independent India's history. It was asked
to attain its objective with one hand' tied behind its back. It con
ducted the operation valiantly and with such commitment to the
&

p

nation as only the Armed Forces can display. And yet, I am sadded to reflect that what was even then abundantly clear is now
that was even then alsundanlly clear is now coming to pass. The
Army is now being forced to move into the front line of political
flak.
This is an extremely disturbing development. Of course, the
Army, when called out in aid of civil authority, can treat only the
immediate and not the basic. That was known and understood
by all. Despite that, if now we persist with the employment of
the Army in Punjab it is because we have completely eroded all
other options. We have not, in the process of using the Army,
'solved' the problem of Punjab. On the other hand, having politicised the forces, we are now moving towards causing serious damage to one of the few remaining organs of the State that is whole.
If we face a continuing dilemma in Punjab only we are to
blame, not 'foreign hands' or outside powers. The longer the
Army is kept there the more damage will be caused to the psyche
of the people of that land and to the morale of the Armed
Forces. And yet so badly have we mismanaged the affairs of the
country that if the Army where to be pulled out now there is
nothing else to step in its place. If this does not illustrate the
most abject and total political failure then I do not know whether
we will find another in independent India's history.

When the Army moved into the Golden Temple and when
following upon it there were incidents of mutiny, desertions etc.,
there was a great deal of completely irresponsible talk about
'insurgency'. I cannot help reflecting that in the manner in
which the state-controlled media covered these incidents, the
Government appeared to be co-operating in the creation of a state
of national hysteria. We had a situation in the Punjab in which
the most extreme kind of curfew had been imposed. Punjab had
been physically separated from the rest of the country; all communications with it had been stopped, all civil liberties of every kind
put aside; but we had not declared an emergency, though it was
not as if martial law had been declared either. And yet today in
Punjab, so total is the failure of the civil administration that it is
the Army alone which runs the State. The rest of us in the country stand by silently and accept this as inevitable. Any dissenting
voice is termed 'traitorous'. The ship of our State is now on extremely turbulent seas and yet if we say that the weather is rough, the
State-controlled media rejoins by suggesting that this is 'antinational'.
Bewilderment
To visit the Golden Temple, as I did last Thursday is a sobering
experience. As I walked on the sunbaked parikrama and looked
with awe and bewilderment at the visitation that we had brought
up on ourselves, from inside Harmandir Sahib the words of 'Gurubani' mournfully suggested "Sab Kudret ke bande", (we are all
sons of the same Creator). That is not the exact meaning of this
whole sentiment, yet I wondered, are we to fall back on the ultimate defence of the Indian, the inevitability of 'Karma' or are we
to exercise the freedom of 'Purusharth' the stop and ask ourselves
"Is this that has visited Punjab, of Punjab alone ? Is it not an
affiliction that today tortures every Indian ?" So searing is the experience of visiting the precincts of this Temple now, that if there
was one single act that could atone for the collective sin of all of
us one would willingly do it.

I
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The context of Punjab today is not just of condescending
healing touches as supplied to somebody separate and different,
it is of healing the pain of one's own, our own. It is time for us
to ponder whether nation-building has to be carried out not
through the agency of but despite the presence of political porties.
Unless we feel this great tragedy as of our own, all other talk
about 'healing touch' voluntary 'kar seva', brotherhood etc. will
rermain so many empty words. It is an immense challenge.
I am not sure that we are not continuing to make the very
mistakes that we committed in the past. It is time to call a halt.
The nation cannot be permitted to fragment merely because we
are trapped within the narrow immobility of our thought and of
our preoccupation with the empty arithmatic of electoral
advantages.

Truths from Punjab
HAR KISHAN SINGH SURJEET
{Indian Express)
Everyone should feel concerned with what has been happening
in Punjab. The entire Sikh community is deeply anguished and
bitterly angry with the Central Government, with the consequent
widening of the ideological base of extremism, though large
numbers of the terriorists have been either liquidated or captured.
The moderate Akali leadership has been isolated and is at present
in no position to enter into any negotiaions. Hindu-Sikh polaarisation has become even more intense. The situation in this State
bordering Pakistan is clearly extremely serious and fraught with
danger.
There have been three types of reactions to the recent developments in Punjab. Some people have heaved a sigh of relef at the
flushing out of the extren sts from the Golden Temple ; some have
termed the happening tra ic but unavoidable ; and so far as Sikhs
are concerned, on the whole feelings have been injured. In fact
there seems to be no difference among the Sikhs-between the
Sikhs
the armed
forces into the Golden Temple. It would, however, be unjust to
dub all those who are protesting as followers of extremists.
Use of Army
bati 5
f Army to ii
out the extremists and establish law and order had become necessary. The Army, no doubt took tremendous precation to protect the

Golden Temple and, in spite of continuous fire, not single shot was
fired at the Harmandir Sahib by them.
We have to see the total effect of the developments on the
situation in the State and the country as a whole. This action
cannot be taken in isolation to what has been happening for more
than two years now. The question is whether what happened on
June 6 in Amritsar and other places in Punjab could have been
avoided ? Our answer is positively yes.
When under pressure from Bhindranwale, the Akali Party
called a Panthic convention, formulated a charter of 45 demands
and started direct negotiation with the Central Government, the
Government did not find a single demand acceptable.
The Akalis began their mcrcha, the "Dharma Yudh", on
August 3, 1982. Before courting arrest, Parkash Singh Badal
addressed a letter to all Opposition parties explaining the position
of the Akail party and put forward 10 demads—four religious and
six concerning all Punjabis. This was a big change. But even
then the Government did not move. It was only when there was
no more room in the jails and the Akalis were able to mobilise the
people on a large scale that the Government became alive to the
situation and started negotiations.
With the efforts of the former External Affairs Minister, Mr.
Swaran Singh, an understanding was arrived at on November 2,
1982. I also played some part in it. But when on November 3
a statement was to be made before Parliament by the Home
Minister, it was different from the understanding which had been
arrived at.
Did the Government not back out from the
agreement ?
*

The Akalis had planned to announce the new phase of their
action on November 4, but they were persuaded to postpone this
till November 19. The Government did not utilise this time to

*
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pick up the thread. It was only on the 17th that contacts were
established with the Akalis. They took a reasonable position and
an agreement was again arrived at on the evening of the 18th.
An aircraft was kept ready to fly to Amritsar. Who went back on
this agreement ? It was again the Government.
Subsequently when the Akalis announced a morcha before the
commencement of Asiad, the Government countered it by searching, harassing and humiliating Sikhs travelling from Punjab,
Haryana, UP, and Rajasthan. Even High Court judges and high
officials were not spared. This weakened the prestige
of the moderates in the Akali leadership and strengthened the
extremist.
•

After the Asiad the Government again started direct negotiations with the Akalis. A cabinet sub-committee was formed and
many rounds of discussion tcok place. The talks broke down. It
was only after this that the Government though it necessary to take
the Opposition into confidence and called a meeting of Opposition
parties to report on the breakdown of the talks. The Prime
Minister said at the meetiog that she could not agree to Anandpur
Sahib resolution which the Akalis were insisting on. The Opposition fully agreed with her on this point but demanded the convening of a tripartite conference so that the Akali views could also be
heard and the Opposition enabled to play its part in the search for
a solution.
Tripartite talks
*

The Prime Minister accepted the unanimous demand
of the Opposition parties and the tripartite conference was
called.
The Government had itself declared the acceptance of the
feligous demands of the Sikhs and only the demands concerning
all Punjabis remained to be discussed, The Opposition patties
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presuaded the Akali representatives to give up the inclusion of the
Anandpur Sahib resolution in the agenda. They were satisfied
with the examination of restructuring of Cnntre- State relations.
Agreement was also arrived at on the river waters dispute. Only
major problem remained—that of territorial disputes. On this
demand also the Oppostion parties proposed the handing over of
Chandigarh to Punjab with Haryana being compensated with
certain Hindi-speaking areas now in Punjab and sufficient finance
to build a new capital. But the Government did not budge an inch
from its earlier stand of accepting the 1970 award into to which
meant that Chandigarh would go to Punjab only if Fazilka-Abohar
went to Haryana. The responsibility for breaking these talks lies
with the Government and not the Akalis.
Again on April 20, 1983, an aggreement was arrived at.
Only the modalities of implementation were to be worked out.
It was again the Government which backed out.
On June 30, 1983, the Opposition parties worked out a
consensus on the territorial disputes—that Chandigarh be handed
over to Punjab and certain area be given to Har\ana from Punjab
to compensate Haryana along with the finances to bulid a new
capital. The Government, again rejected this proposal.
Opposition Advice
What the Prime Minister said in her broadcast to the nation
on June 2 is more or less the same. At all times the Akalis were
prepared to accept this formula. That is why we say that if the
Prime Minister had accepted the advice of the Opposition parties,
a solution could have been found long ago and we could have
been saved from the tragic development of June 6 which have
aroused the religous sentiments of the Sikhs.
We and other Opposition parties were constantly demanding
a political solution to the Punjab tangle. Even the Akali leader'
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ship sought to keep away from the extremist activities of killing
innocent people. But it was the Government which encouraged
the extremists. Is it not a fact that P. S. Bhinder was sent from
Delhi to Punjab to seek a rapproachment with Bhindranwale?
Was it not in the knowledge of the Government that many officials
were in touch with the extremists and even when, the people
intervened and handed over extremists to the police they were
not touched? Is it not a fact that the chief lieutenants of
Bhindranwale were released at the behest of Central leaders?
Is it not the Congress party which tried to build up Bhindranwale
to fight the Akalis ? Who created the Dal Khalsa? When
Bhindranwale had visited Bombay and Delhi who arranged for
his reception there? When the Akalis under pressure from the
extremists launched a movement against Article 25 of the
Constitution and Parliament unanimously condemned their
action because it was commiinalising politics, was it not the
Government which promised that an amendment would be made
to Article 25, and that too, without talking the Opposition into
confidence ?
*

*

The Government was prepared to settle with the Akalis if
they were prepared to support the Government and share power.
It was prepared to settle with Bhindranwale forgetting all that he
had done, provided he was prepared to help the ruling party to
perpetuate its rule. The Government never sought the co-operation of Opposition parties only to pressurise the Akalis and then
have a political deal with them directly. The narrow interests
of the Congress (I) parties always had supremacy over national
interests.
The Government talks about a foreign hand in destablising
the country, but its policies provide a breeding ground for divisive
and separatist forces.
The Government spends lots of money on various intelligence
agencies, but now we have come to know that nobody in the
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Government had rny knowledge of the stockpiling of sophisticated
weapons in the Darbar Sahib complex. From where did
#

these weapons
incompetence ?

come and how? Does

it not show complete

What was the role of the Akali party ? Though the Akali
party dissociated itself from the activities of the extremists who
were indulging in killing innocent people and committing
dacoities, they knew that the extremists were operating from
the premises of the Golden Temple They were using the platforms of gurdwaras to instigate people to take revenge. They
announced the constitution of Khalistan and raised its "flag".
All these anti-national acts were committed in complete disregard
of the santity of gurdwaras. Never in the history of gurdwara
management since 1921 were they made arsenals with stockpiles
of sophisticated weapons. While the Akali leaders were objecting
to the entry of the police into the gurdwara did they not lave
an obligation not to allow the criminals to find harbour in the
gurdwaras and make their premises store-houses of all sorts of
weapons? Was it being done in keeping with the sactity of the
Golden Temple. Why was all this ignored? Who allowed
machine-guns to be installed in the Golden Temple ?
Lack of courage
We know that there was no love lost between Sant Longowal
and Bhindranwalc and even Parkash Singh Badal was on the hit-list
of the extremists. But nobody had the courage to stand firm to
protect the sanctity of the Golden Temple and clear it of antinational forces. On the other hand the movement was allowed to
pass into the hands of the extremists.
The Akali leaders became prisoners of their own slogans.
They were caught by the extremists in their own net. Once they
agreed to adhere to the Anandpur Sahib resolution which advocate
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the formation of a State where the supremacy of the Sikhs is
established, their theory of Sikhs being a nation, their concept that
religion and politics go together, and following all this, the demand
for amendment of Article 25 and Sikh personal law, they could not
demarcate themselves from the disruptive and separatist forces.
These slogans lay at the ideological base of Khalistan which the
Akali leaders had been opposing. These slogans knock at the

State. ^B^^I^I^I^I^I^H
In a class society class interests predominate as in the case of
the present Indian State which protects the interests of the big
bourgeosie and landlords. Which class would a State based on Sikh
religion represent ? Can they cite any example where a Sikh
industrialist gives more wages to Sikh workers because they belong
to his religion, or a Sikh landlord gives a bigger share of the
produce or distributes land to Sjkh peasant or agricultural labourers ? We know that on all class issues, the Sikh industrialists, the
Sikh landlords, always join their class brethren from other communities. Such slogans are only meant to divide the working class
agricultural labourers, employees and other toiling people and
disrupt their unity and serve the interests of the capitalists and

ian diords. B^H^H^H^H^H^H^H^H^H^^I^H^H^HH
The Akali leaders also do not understand the implications of
such slogans for Sikhs who live in other States of the country.
It is because of these slogans that the movement passed into
the hands of the extremists and the Akali leadership lost control
over it and today feels humiliated. If it had demarcated itself from
the extremists and continued to join hands with the Opposition
parties the situation would have been different. They have to
draw proper lessons from these tragic happenings.
The extremists have been flushed out of the Golden Temple
complex and other hide-outs. But with religious sentiments arou-
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sed, the ideological base of extremism has been widened. Not only
is there communal polarisation in Punjab today, not only do
communal feelings based on Hindu-Sikh tension exist, but the
|by|the
Kndian
dangerous feel
minds of the Sikhs. The role which the
communalists e, nlavine in Puniab and outside is adding
With
the
curfew
imposed
in
all
towns
and
cities
of
fuel
the State, the political parties are paralysed. The complete censoring of news is resulting in the people relying on various types
of rumours. It is the task of all secular and democratic-minded
people to rise to the occasion, actively intervene in situation and
not allow the virus of communalism and separatism to spread
further.

•

Creating a Martyr
SUBRAMANIAM SWAMY
(Imprin t)
The historic date, June 6 is known to the world as D-Day.
It was on June 6, 1944, that the Allies landed their armies in
Normandy, North France, to combat the menace of Hitler. It was
a turning point in world history. Hitler's armies, which for five
years had been advancing, began to retreat from that date, ultimately
to collapse in April 1945.
By some coincidence it was exactly forty years later, on June
6, 19R4, that the Indian army took control of the Golden Temple
in Amritsar—the holiest shrine of the Sikhs. Almost to the day
that the army actually moved in, the government had been denying that it would send troops into the shrine. As it was, the
Temple became the scene of a bloody battle with heavy casualties
on both sides.
\

On consequence of the army action was that Sant Jarnaii Singh
Bhindranwale, the 37-years-old leader of militant wing of the
Sikhs, and his close associate (and-designated successor) Bhai
Amrik Singh, were killed. Quite how they died is not clear;
perhaps it will never be fully explained until the official papers
are declassified some day. Government and military sources offered
several, often contradictory, accounts of Bhindranwale's death:
One story was that!a rival Sikh faction had killed him. Another
that he and Amrik Singh had committed suicide. And so on.
Inevitably the Sikhs had their own versions : that he had been
flushed out of the Akal Takht by gas bombs and then short as he
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came out: that RAW agents had penetrated the terrorist
shot him whe

set-up

manner
of
Bhindranwale's
It is futile
death. In Punjab, a news black-out and a strict curfew have
eovernm
cremated
Now Bhindranwale is dead and cremated. Is the Punjab
em solved ? For months, the government had been masterminding a disinformation campaign to create a legitimacy for the
Bhindran
June 6 action.
wale as the devil incarnate who controlled and directed the senseless
killings of innocent Punjabis. The other goal was to make out
that the Golden Temple was the heaven of criminals, a store of
armoury, and a citadel of the nation's dismembement conspiracy.
Because of this campaign of disinformation there emerged the near
unanimi y of opinion that if only the Golden Temple is
stormed and Bhindranwale finished, the Punjab problem would
disappear. The government thus manipulated the people's r<
making the people urge the governmeat to do what the gov*
wanted the people to urge it to do ! what the government wanted
the people to wrge it to do ! Having managed that, (come) the
evidence is now pouring out daily through radio, TV and the wire
services in confirmation of what the people had been manipulated
to believe already.
am
am not a def<
the media as such. There is to lay, on the Punjab issue, no room
for sophistication, for perspectives, a;id for the perception of the
shades of grey that in f*ct characterise all human endeavours.
Today it is all black or white You must thirst for blood,
military action. Then only is it national. If you advocat V
this bloody option, then you must be for Bhindranwale and anti-national as well.
O
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But now what ? The GoldenTemple is cleaned of all undesirable
elements.Is everything back to normal ? Not at all ! In some ways:
it is worse. Bhindranwale has become a martyr: Sikhs who had nag
ging doubt about him, have none now. He is 'Santji' for them. His
simple and crude message, however absurd, that Hindus want Sikhs
as second class citizens, has registered with even articulate
Sikhs.
The army, which went in for quick action, has now decided
to stay on for a 'Phase IF operation. It is now explained that
there are, and have been, many more terrorists outside the
Golden Temple than inside, and therefore Phase II will take much
more time. This operation only the army can do. But how long
can we afford to let the army administer law and order in
Punjab ?
Other consequences are more severe. For the first time since
1946,sections of the army have have mutinied; terrorism as a
concept has become institutionalised. In Punjab, revenge is plotted
with terrible single-mindedness. The English recall with amazement
the thoroughness of Udham Singh, who spent four years trekking
down General Dyer of JaJlianwala Bagh fame, eventually killing
him in London. Also, the nation is convinced that Bhindranwale
and his associates were killers. No proof is necessary. This
mentality is alarming.
If Bhinranwale was a killer, what was the concrete proof ?
That he bore arms is no evidence. Everyone in Punjab loves to
bear arms. Even the government has given permission to the
Shiromani Gurdwara Prabhandhak Committee (SGPC) to keep
a total of 28 firearms within the Golden Temple. This is what
the Home Minister informed the Lok Sabha on March 7, 1984.
Of course, Lieutenant—General Brar laid out a sum
total of 500 weapons 'for all of us to see on TV. But
if 550 terrorists (some say 1,200) were killed in action inside the
Temple complex, then it means that roughly there was only one
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weapon perkilled terrorist. These weapons were clearly purchased
from smugglers who had a free play hitherto.
But what about weapons with Chinese and Pakistani mark
ings ? Well, what about 500 guns with Spanish markings confiscated from Dhirendra Brahmachari's gun factory...which was
illegal. Does that justify storming into his ashram and killing
him?
No matter how storng the circumstantial evidence against
Bhindranwale, he had a right to defence and a free trial. Even if
he was a Khomeini and spoke of secession, still, as an Indian, he
had that right. Educated Indians at least have no right to be part
of a tynch-mob, and justify 'instant justice'.
*

In my conversations with Sant Bhindranwale he did, ironically,
reveal a faith in revenge and 'instant justice'. That, however, does
not mean that we give him a taste of his own medicine. If we did,
then we cannot claim to be different from him. The killing of
Bhindranwale furthermore has been counter-productive. Instead
of one Bhindranwale, I cannot even guess how many new have
been born because of his martyrdom.
The tragic part of it all is that Mrs Gandhi did have an alternative. She systematically rejected it every time. The number of
options narrowed, over the last two years, as the position of the
Akalis hardened in response to the rise of the Bhindranwale
phenomenon.
In the Lok Sabha on may 9, with Mrs Gandhi present in the
House, I had initiated a discussion of Punjab. I had then
recently returned after a three-day stay in the Golden Temple, and
was fresh with what Longowal and Bhindranwale had told me.
The fuse is short, I remember saying in the Lok Sabha, and the
government must act.
The government did act, but not in the direction I had outline.
In fact, the government did precisely what I thought it should
never do.
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What I had suggested was this : of the 46 demands that the
Akali Dal had put forward, four were basic and just and of widespread appeal to the Sikh masses. I had wanted that, without further
discussion, the government announce the acceptance of these four
basic demands. Thereafter if the Akali Dal did not co-operate,
the army be despatched to Punjab, and the Golden Temple be
sealed from outside, and all electricity and water connections be cut
off. In my view, the Sikh masses would have then co-operated
with the government. The loss of lives would have been minimal.
The moderate Sikh leaders, who never liked Bhindranwale, would
have had a note to play in that scenario.
m

But from the beginning I detected that the government did not
want this carrot-and-stick approach. Somebody very influential in
the government wanted the scalp of Bhindranwale and Amrik
Singh and nothing short of that would do. Who that somebody is,
only time well tell. For the moment, the ghost of Bhindranwale
will loom over Punjab. The Golden Temple is flushed clean but
at what cost only time will tell for sure.

t o :—
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Nightmare of a Naik
(Proke India)
For the first time in the history of independent India, the
army was called out to fight its own countrymen. The largest unit
—the Western Command—was put on duty. One core, comprising
one lakh army personnel were assigned the difficult task. A naik
of the Kumaon Regiment, who participated in Operation Bluestar,
narrated the events of the fateful night of June 5 and 6 to Probe.
Relieved to be returning home safely, he recounted the gory details
while sitting In the first class compartment of the Amritsar-Howrah
Mail.
"By June 5, H.S. Longowal and G S. Tohra had surrendered,
but our main target was still in hiding. As the sun set, the
commandos were busy working out a plan of action. After midnight a troop of 30 jawans went forward; hoping to get nearer the
Akal Takht. But they ran into heavy firing from the terrorists.
Seventeen of our men fell to the rain of bullets while the other lay
on the parkrama injured. The next batch of the 30 who went
forward met with the same fate. "The silence of the night was
broken by the rattle of gunfire and the wailing of some of our
jawans who lay helpless on the parikrama. Three jawans who were
caught by some terrorists were thrown back into the parikrama
with their eyes gouged out. We were helpless, we couldn't go
forward to help them. At this point of time General R.S. Dyal
lost his cool and ordered that tanks be moved in. It was only after
the tanks—seven of them—went into action that we got some sort
of a hold over the extremists.
i

"The firing from their side was intense. And we had to shoot
back in the darkness without being able to pinpoint our target.
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Anyone seen running was shot. In the process, a lot of men and
women also died. We were shooting at our own jawans. About
50 of them died of bullets fired by us.
"When the firing from most of the extremists' fortifications
had been quelled, there was still a heavy rain of bullets. For a
while, none of us were able to discern the source. Then one jawan
spotted a woman who was lying down on the roof of one of the
buildings with a LMG in her hand. He scrambled towards her
and dug a bayonet into her spine. We had been ordered to shoot
not to kill but the angry jawan, on seeing its comrades being killed,
was provoked to kill the woman by repeatedly stabbing her with
the bayonet.
"The bodies of Bhindranwale, Shahbeg Singh and Amrik Singh
were found in the Akhal Takht. Bhindranwale's cheek had been
hit by a HE-36 splinter."
i

"On the morning of June 6, Golden Tempple complex was
like a graveyard. Bodies lay all around in the buildings on the
parikrama, in the sarovar. The sun was shining and the stench
from the bodies was becoming unbearable. Bodies of jawans were
identified and handed over to their respective regiments. I, myself
carried the bodies of three soldiers on may shoulders. Each
regiment conducted the funeral rites of their various jawans."
*

"The civilians who had died, about 1500 of them, were piled
in trollies and carried away. A lot of them were thrown into the
rivers."
'•The battle was a tragic one. I couldn't eat anything, Food
made me sick. I used to just drink lot of rum and go to sleep. I
am glad now to be relieved of my duty in Amritsar."

—: o:—
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The Politics of Charishma
DR. MAHEEP SINGH
(Dinman)
The whole country seems to be simply jubilant over the Army
operation in the Golden Temple on the 5th of June. There is an
unending stream of statement after statement applauding the
operation. The editorial write ups and articles in the national
press with a few exceptions are not lagging behind to syeroket
the Prime Minister Indira Gandhi for her bold action. Everybody
is being made to feel as if the country has got out of a grave
national crisis, and has also escaped from becoming a victim of a
foreign conspiracy. The National Net work is simply playing the
role expected of a government media in such a situation. The
Television and all India Radio are over zealous to show how just
timely and unavoidable was the army operation. All sorts of
polemical phrases and eliches such as "Integrety of the country,
Foreign conspiracy, Politics of violence, Cult of secessionism" are
being used to describe the present situation with a view to overwhelming the mind of the masses to such an extent that it follows
only that which is being handed over to it day in and day out. It
is natural that the masses cease to think in such a situation and
tend to believe as true all that is told through government owned
media.
Public memory it is said is short, perhaps, it is. But that our
intellectuals, journalist, and political leaders should have a poor
memory is both unfortunate and surprising.
It was in the month of june exactly nine years ago (June 26,
1975 to be precise) when Prime Minister Indira Gandhi addressed
the nation after proclamation of emergency. It is an interesting
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exercise to go through that address again and see how relevant it
is in the present context. She has used exactly the same cliches
that she is doing today in the Punjab context. Addressing the
nation at that time she said, "1 am sure you are all conscious
of the deep and widespread conspiracy which has been brewing
ever since I began to introduce certain progresssive measures of
benefit to the common man and woman of India. In the name of
democracy it has been sought to negate the very functioning of
democracy
•
. Agitations have surcharged the atmosphere,
leading to violent incidents. The whole country was shocked at
the brutal murder of my cabinet colleague Shri L.N. Mishra. We
also deeply deplore the dastardly attack on the chief justice of
India.
Certain persons have gone to the length of inciting our police
to rebel
—. The forces of disintegration are in full play and
communal passions are being aroused; threatening our unity.
The Indian people have known me since my childhood. Ail my
life has been in the service of our people
we have watched
these developments with utmost patience for long. Now we learn
a new programme challenging law and order through out the
country with a view to disrupt normal functioning. How can any
government worth the name stand by and allow the country's
stability to be imperilled
. Any situation which weakens
the capacity of the national government to act decisively inside the
country, is bound to encourage dangers from outside, It is our
paramount to safeguard unity and stability. The nation's integrity
demands firm action
-."
This is what Mrs Gandhi told the country nine years ago.
Concluding her address, she had said," I am simply overwhelmed
with messages from all over the country".
*

Mrs Gandhi is repeating her words, phrases and idioms all
over again. Today too she must have been overwhelmed with
thousands of messages of good will. Nine years ago an artist
went to the extent of portraying her as Durga incarnate. Many
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sycophants sung songs hailing her as the saviour of the country.
Today too there are many among our writers and poets who have
begin to sing hymens in her honour all over again. Again she is
being hailed as Durga incarnate. Today again she is the saviour.
What is missing in this whole atmosphere is one Devkanth Barua
who could again proclaim Indira and India as synonymous.
Tndira's politics can be summed up in a single phrase 'the
politics of chrishma.' Her timing of coming out with a chrishma
is perfect. The greater the crisis the better the timing when she
seems to be eclipsing she comes out with the unexpected. There
is clip clap all round. The opposition out in the field for years
is outmaneuvred and Mrs Gandi emerges victoreous with two
third majority in the parliament. The first time she did it was in
the presidential poll of 1969 when she opposed the official candidate of her own party and for her own man elected. She came out
with the unexpected in 1971 when war against Pakistan led to
the creation of Bangladesh. Atomic experiment was another such
dazzling event. The biggest chrismatic events however was the
declaration of emergency in 1975.
It was the family planning campaign of her overzealous son
Sanjay that caused her defeat at the 1977 hustings. But that
conelomeration of many parties called the Janata Party torn by
internicine conflicts and incompetent policies provided her with
the fertile ground for yet another chrishma.
Mrs Indira Gandhi was in search of opportune moment to
come out with such a feat once again for the general election in
January 1985.
It is well over two years now that the Akali Dal started its
agitation for the rederessal of some religious and political
grievances. During these two years many rounds of talks were
conducted between the Akalis and the government even the leaders
of the opposition parties were invited to participate in the talks.
Every meeting gave fond hopes of some settlement but unfortu-
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nately no final decision could be arrived at. The government
always alleged after the failure of talks that the Akalis were to
be blamed; that they were constantly shifting their stand; that
they were coming out-with new demands, that they were intransigent; that they were indulging in politics of confrontation. But
unfortunately the government never wanted to arrive at a
settlement with the Akalis as it would give them political
advantage over Cong (I) in Punjab. Avtar Singh Malhotra,
secretary of the Punjab unit of CPI puts all the blame squarely on
the government. In his booklet 'Save Punjab Save India' he
says "First parleys through Intermediaries and beaurocrats
and later on, the tripartite talks, raised hopes of a settlement.
In fact three times the prime minister sabotaged the final settlement
on the last moment." The extremists took advantage of all
this and held every body to ransom. But this policy of drift
and stalemate that encouraged extremism was a deliberate plan.
The Prime Minister who was fast losing her credibilty with the
masses wanted to exploit the unsettled political conditions in
Punjab and Assam in the forthcoming general election to the
advantage of her party which is a state of disarray. It was all
a well considered strategy. Being tough with Akalis would help
her to get votes in the Hindi beH. In Punjab itself Hindus
would veer round her. Perhaps it would help her to get non-jat
Sikh votes too. Extremists were encouraged to erode the mass
base of Akalis among Sikh peasantry.
It is being argued now that the government was left with no
other alternative to deal with extremists and terrorists. Their
violent activities had increased to an alarming proportion. But
the root point is who encouraged these extremists? In the
communal and violent politics of Punjab, Bhindranwale rose
like a meteor. He was an unknown religious preacher six years
ago but suddenly he became the most talked about name in the
country. He was encouraged and propped up by Congress (I)
leaders of Punjab. Incidently none of them spoke a ward
against him as long as he was alive. In fact his rise was the
•
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direct result of the conspiracy of Congress(I) leaders to embarrass
the Janta-Akali coalition government in Punjab in 1978-79.
Later on the Congress leaders helped him to make in roads in
the Akali-dominated Sikh Peasantry. To begin with, there
were selective killings. Nirankari Baba Gurbachan Singh was
killed on April 24 1980. Then there was the cold-blooded
murder of the veteran journalist Lala Jagat Narain on Sept.
9, 1981. Were net these portents of the impending storm?
What concrete steps did the government take to check the menace
that was to follow later on ? The government knew what should
have been done to nip the evil in the bud. It was also capable
of doing the right thing. But the government was not honest,
it was deliberately indifferent, Violence was in its embroynic
stage at that time. Extremism was only a pimple then. When
DIG Atwal was killed, pimple has grown into a small ulcer but
which doctor gets applause for treating pimples and small
ulcers? Only when it becomes a malignant cancerous growth
that a surgeon is needed. Mrs Gandhi allowed the pimple of
violence to grow into a cancer to at last give it the surgical
treatment in the form of Army operation in the Golden Temple,
It is on the performance of such feats that she thrives,
Today Jarnail Singh Bhinderanwale is the most talked
about person who advocated the cult of extremism and terrorism.
But while talking about him the proper perspective should not
be lost. Who helped him at every step, Congress (I) or Akalis?
Warrants for his arrest in connection with Lala Jagat Narain's
murder were issued on Sept. 13, 1981, were delivered to him on
Sept. 16, 1981. He allowed himself to be arrested on Sept. 20,
1981 at Chowkmehta, on the day, time and place of his choice.
Who enacted that drama of arrest ? Are ever people suspected
of crimes allowed the previlege of chosing the time and place
of their arrest? To crown all more than a lakh people were
allowed to gather at that time. Naturally the mob turned violent,
the police opened fire and nine men and women lost their lives
in the police firing.
JL
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Akali leaders did speak on that occasion. But the most
inflammatory speech was delivered by none other than Jathedhar
Santokh Singh who was close ally of Mrs Gandhi. And when
Bhindranwale was released on Oct, 16, 1981 as none of the
charges against him could stand scrutiny, Santokh Singh was
an ong the first to give him a warm welcome. Is it possible that
Santokh Singh could do all this, without being dictated by his
Congress (I) benefactors?
Who gained as a result of this drama that was enacted on
the arrest and release of Bhindranwale? If there was no evidence
to prove him guilty, why was he arrested in the first place? Or
if the government was convinced of his complicity on criminal
activities, why uas he released? His arrest and released with
fanfare
were
enough
to
make
him
a
hero
or
a
superstar.
sucn
Was not the Prime Minister told about the increasing influence
of this Superstar? Was she not told about the possible repurcussion
of his cult on Punjab?
It is being argued now that the situation in Punjab got out
of control, that civil administration welted under pressure from
terrorists; 'that anarchy spread every where; that the government
was left with no alternative except to send Army in the Golden
Temple Complex. But should not we ask Mrs Gandhi as to
why did not she condemn the activities of Bhindranwale and hi
followers? Should not we ask Rajiv Gandhi about his statehich he
ment a month before the
had
no
political
ambitions?
Bhindranwale
Now the government is propagating through its White Paper
that Bhindranwale was the fountainhead of secessionist activities,
that there was a conspiracy to create "Khalistan" urder his
leadership; that the government has exposed a foreign conspiracy
disintegrate the country. The arms captured during the army
operation'in the Golden Temple are being shown again and
again on the television, newspapers are vying with each other to
out
with
sensational
stuff
concerning
the
operation.
come
Magazine and journals are full of photo-features of the army
bewildered
operation.
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This is precisely the kind of moment Indira Gandhi waits to
perform a miracle.
Was not the government aware of the presence of sophisticated arms in the Golden Temple Complex ? Did it have no
knowledge of the fortifications in the Temple Complex? If the
ha
government was not aware
continue in power? Why should an inefficient indifferent,
careless and somnolent government continue to rule? Should a
government
inefficiency by absolving
itself of all responsibility in a shamekss manner not resign ?
Should not our leaders, journalists and people indict Mrs.
Gandhi for bringing the country on the brink of disintegration?
Should not they ask her to resign for her complacency instead
of praising her for her'bold and courageous' step? It is an irony
that an act for which Indira Gandhi should have been censured
is getting her compliments from all over the country. This is
where Indira Gandhi scores over the opposition, this is where she
is unique.
Nobody should believe that Indira Gandhi was not aware
of the real situation in Punjab ; that she could not visualise the
crisis that engulfed the state later on ; that she was honest to solve
the Punjab tangle. Time and again the opposition leaders alleged
that she was going to exploit the Punjab crisis to get votes in the
elections. Many of her senior colleagues admit in their private
conversations that 'general elections' is more important to them as
the future of their party, their leader her son and their own fate
outcome
Many
M
years to find a political solution to the Punjab problem. They had
suggested that after wards it would be easy to isolate the extremists
and then deal with them severely. That for this the active cooperation of people from all communities was needed. In their
appeal on June, 2, these prominent citizens had called upon the
government to properly deal with the extremists but at the same
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time concede the genuine and right demands of the Akalis
which were infact demands concerning all punjabis.
Like a clever leader Mrs Gandhi chose to do what suited her
and ignored all else. She dealt firmlv with the extremists but she
political settletracked
proclim
that
ment
people wanted a stern action, and all leaders wanted her to resort
to such a measure. But the leaders demanded a political settlement too. But Mrs Gandhi has an uncanny kaack of doing what
suits her most and that is what she has done, It is difficult for the
time being to foresee the far reaching repurcussions of the army
action in the Golden Temple complex on the body politic of the
country. But the people who are gloating over its immediate
success are those who live only in the present, oblivious of the
past and least bothered about the future. Such people live in a
world of chrishma. It is for these people that Mrs Gandhi has
once again enacted a chrishmatic drama, successfully capturing
their imagination. She is bound to profit from
)m it in the
what
forthcoming election,
And who is bothered
about cost in the game
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